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Advances in AI = Advances in Prediction!

From Agarwal et al. (2018)



Automated Decisions



We had better be quite sure that the 
purpose put into the machine is the 

purpose which we really desire.

Norbert Wiener (1960)



The Black Box Society (Frank Pasquale, 2015) 



AI Biases



Biases in AI
– Unconscious biases
– Black box decisions
– Proxy discrimination
– Training data
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How to create a racist chatbot without trying



Example 1: Hiring

Amazon realized its hiring system was not rating candidates for software 
developer jobs and other technical posts in a gender-neutral way

That is because Amazon’s computer models were trained to vet applicants by 
observing patterns in resumes submitted to the company over a 10-year period. 
Most came from men, a reflection of male dominance across the tech industry.

Amazon’s system penalized resumes that included the word “women’s,” as in 
“women’s chess club captain” and downgraded graduates of two all-women’s 
colleges. And it privileged resumes with the kinds of verbs that men tend to 
use, like “executed” and “captured.”





Example 2: Predictive Policing

Chicago PD told a man he 
would be involved in a 
shooting
– But could not 

identify on which 
side he would be

– Resulted in 
continuous 
surveillance of 
certain individuals



Example 3: Healthcare

Stanford used a so-called “algorithm”, which 
was really a rules-based formula designed to 
determine the order in which the thousands 
of medical workers at Stanford should be 
vaccinated. The tool took into account 
employee-based variables like age, job-based 
variables, and public health guidance, 
according to MIT Technology Review. 

But flaws in that calculation meant hospital 
administrators and other employees working 
from home were toward the front of the line, 
while only seven of Stanford’s 1,300 medical 
residents made the list.



Fairness, accountability & transparency



AI AND ETHICS

Self-
driving 
cars

Who is 
responsibl
e for the 
accident 
by self-
driving 
car?

Automated 
manufacturing

How can 
workers 
practice 
new  
sophisticate
d skills so as 
not to lose 
their jobs?

Chatbots Manipulation of emotions / 
nudging / behaviour change 
support



My journey into Responsible AI



Agenda for Responsible AI How do we understand algorithmic 
bias?

A feasible path..

• Develop frameworks for identifying risks
• Understanding (sources of) bias introduced 

in training data or machine learning models
• Algorithmic auditing and other guardrails

How do we mitigate these biases and 
other unintended consequences?



From the Responsible AI Institute



Checklist for Fair Lending What are the key challenges in the use of AI systems in current and future lending 
practices?

What are the key demographics that are at a disadvantage with this work?

How can a certification program ensure that automated lending assisted or produced 
by an AI system is fair?

What are other measures such as accurate advertising, improved explainability and 
oversight of these systems that should be required as part of this certification 
program?

What are the barriers we need to address to accelerate sector-wide responsible AI 
adoption by businesses?

What type of AI systems are currently used to assist or augment AI practices?

What techniques can be used to automatically assess these systems?

What data is typically collected for lending? Is there other data that should or should 
not be collected to assess the responsible use of AI systems?



Evaluating fairness-aware algorithms

Which algorithm is the best?
... on which dataset?
… how was it preprocessed?
… under which measure?
… with which training / test split?
… what are the right hyperparameter settings?
… what if there are multiple sensitive attributes?







Explainability?



WHAT IS AN EXPLANATION?

Email: virginia@cs.umu.se, twitter: @vdignum

Correct 
Compreensible  
Timely 
Complete 
Parsimonous

mailto:virginia@cs.umu.se


RAI Internships/ Experiential Projects

Idea is the converse of typical 
experiential projects where 
students get a problem & 
dataset and build models

RAI Project –students get a data 
and model, which needs auditing 
on the appropriateness of the 
methods and validating data 
sources/ model training 

Different approaches

Sandbox
Counterfactual Analysis
Fairness Audits
RAI Collab



What-If from Google Research





IBM AI Fairness 360



Building Bias Mitigation

https://nbviewer.jupyter.org/github/IBM/AIF360/blob/master/examples/tutorial_medical_expenditure.ipynb



Use Case of Automated Lending

• What are the key demographics that are at a 
disadvantage with this work?

• How can we ensure that automated lending assisted or 
produced by an AI system is fair?

• What are other measures such as improved 
explainability and oversight of these systems that 
should be required?

• What data is typically collected for lending? Is there 
other data that should or should not be collected to 
assess the responsible use of AI systems?



Responsible AI https://anjanasusarla.substack.com
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RAI Reading List



Questions?


